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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheer to indicate the underlined part that needs
correction in each of the following questions.
Question 1: It is necessary and required that dental technicians and others who work with X-rays
limit their exposure to these highly penetrating rays.
A. and required
B. and others
C. highly
D. their
Question 2: In a survey of suburban homeowners, a lawn-mower was rated one of the most
important equipments.
A. a lawn mower
B. equipments
C. In a survey
D. the
Question 3: Walking reduces depression and anxiety, lessens stress, self-esteem is raised, and
increases energy.
A. self-esteem is raised B. Walking
C. lessens stress
D. depression
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.
Question 4: A. enthusiasm
B. punctuality
C. anniversary
D. intercultural
Question 5: A. treasure
B. appoint
C. advance
D. diverse
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines
each pair of sentences in the following questions.
Question 6: We haven't received any reply to our letter. It is such an insult.
A. We see it an insult to have received no reply to our letter.
B. We haven't received any reply to our letter yet because it is insulting.
C. We have been insulted by the reply to our letter.
D. We don't find it insulting for not receiving any reply to our letter.
Question 7: Pete had acquired the money through hard work. He was reluctant to give it away.
A. Having acquired the money through hard work, Pete was reluctant to give it away.
B. Although Pete had acquired the money through hard work, he was reluctant to give it away.
C. Having worked hard to earn the money, it couldn't be given away by Pete.
D. Pete had acquired the money through hard work so that he was reluctant to give it away.
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in
meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 8: In 2018 there was a craze for Bitcoin mining in Vietnam due to the belief that it would
bring impressive profits.
A. inclination
B. fever
C. sorrow
D. indifference
Question 9: If Jeff Bezos and his wife split their assets equally. MacKenzie could become the
richest woman in the world overnight.
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A. uniformly
B. fifty-fifty
C. unevenly
D. symmetrically
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheer to indicate
the correct answer to each of the questions from 10 to 14.
In the past, technology and progress was very slow. People “invented” farming 12,000 years
ago but it took 8,000 years for the idea to go around the world. Then, about 3,500 years ago, people
called “potters” used round wheels to turn and make plates. But it took hundreds of years before
some clever person thought, if we join two wheels together and make them bigger, we can use them
to move things
In the last few centuries, things have begun to move faster. Take a 20th-century invention like
the aeroplane, for example. The first acroplane flight on 17 December 1903 only lasted 12 seconds,
and the plane only went 37 metres. It can't have been very exciting to watch, but that flight changed
the world. Sixteen years later, the first plane flew across the Atlantic, and only fifty years after that,
men walked on the moon. Technology is now changing our world faster and faster. So what will the
future bring?
One of the first changes will be the materials we use. Scientists have just invented an amazing
new material called graphene, and soon we will use it to do lots of things. With graphene batteries
in your mobile, it will take a few seconds to charge your phone or download a thousand gigabytes
of information! Today, we make most products in factories, but in the future, scientists will invent
living materials. Then we won't make things like cars and furniture in factories - we will grow
them!
Thirty years ago, people couldn't have imagined social media like Twitter and Facebook. Now
we can't llve without them. But this is only the start. Right now, scientists are putting microchips in
some disabled people's brains, to help them see, hear and communicate better. In the future, we may
all use these technologies. We won't need smartphones to use social media or search the internet
because the internet will be in our heads!
More people will go into space in the future, too. Space tourism has already begun, and a
hundred years from now, there may be many hotels in space. One day, we may get most of our
energy from space too. In 1941, the writer Isaac Asimov wrote about a solar power station in space.
People laughed at his idea then, but we should have listened to him. Today, many people are trying
to develop a space solar power station. After all, the sun always shines above the clouds!
Question 10: The writer says that in the past
A. people didn't invent many things
B. people didn't want to use wheels
C. most inventions were to do with farming
D. it took time for new ideas to change things
Question 11: Why does the writer use the example of the aeroplane?
A. To explain why transport changed in the 20th century.
B. Because he thinks It's the most important invention in history.
C. To explain how space travel started.
D. To show how an invention developed quickly.
Question 12: What does the writer say about the future of communication?
A. We can't know what the most popular social media will be.
B. Microchips will become faster.
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C. We won't use the internet as much.
D. We won't need devices like smartphones.
Question 13: What does the writer say about space solar power?
A. It's an old idea, but people are only starting to develop it now.
B. It's a science fiction idea, and nobody really thinks it will work.
C. It's much easier to build a solar power station in space than on Earth.
D. People tried it in 1941, but they didn't succeed.
Question 14: The best title for the article would be
A. Man in space
B. Will computers rule the world?
C. More and more inventions
D. Progress now and then
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 15 to 22.
[1] Advertising helps people recognize a particular brand, persuades them to try it, and tries to
keep them loyal to it. Brand loyalty is perhaps the most important goal of consumer advertising.
Whether they produce cars, canned foods or cosmetics, manufacturers want their customers to make
repeated purchases. [2] The quality of the product will encourage this, of course, but so, too, will
affect advertising.
Advertising relies on the techniques of market research to identify potential users of a product.
[3] Are they homemakers or professional people? Are they young or old? Are they city dwellers or
country dwellers? Such questions have a bearing on where and when ads should be placed. By
studying readership breakdowns for newspapers and magazines as well as television ratings and
other statistics, an advertising agency can decide on the best way of reaching potential buyers.
Detailed research and marketing expertise are essential today when advertising budgets can run into
thousands of millions of dollars. [4]
Advertising is a fast-paced, high-pressure industry. There is a constant need for creative ideas
that will establish a personality for a product in the public's mind. Current developments in
advertising increase the need for talented workers.
In the past, the majority of advertising was aimed at the traditional white family - breadwinner
father, non-working mother, and two children. Research now reveals that only about 6 percent of
American households fit this stereotype. Instead, society is fragmented into many groups, with
working mothers, single people and older people on the rise. To be most successful, advertising
must identify a particular segment and aim its message toward that group.
Advertising is also making use of new technologies. Computer graphics are used to grab the
attention of consumers and to help them see products in a new light. The use of computer graphics
in a commercial for canned goods, for instance, gave a new image to the tin can.
Question 15: What does the passage mainly discuss?
A. How to develop a successful advertising plan.
B. New techniques and technologies of market research
C. The central role of advertising in selling products.
D. The history of advertising in the United States.
Question 16: The word “this” in the first paragraph refers to
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A. repeatedly buying the same brand
B. the most important goal
C. the quality of the product
D. effective advertising
Question 17: It can be inferred from the second paragraph that advertisers must
A. aim their message at homemakers and professional people
B. know about the people who will buy the product
C. place several ads in newspapers and magazines
D. encourage people to try new products
Question 18: According to paragraph 2, market research includes
A. searching for talented workers
B. hiring researchers with background in many fields
C. studying television ratings
D. determining the price of a product
Question 19: The author implies that the advertising industry requires
A. a college-educated workforce
B. government regulation
C. innovative thinking
D. millions of dollars
Question 20: According to the passage, most advertising used to be directed at
A. working mothers with children
B. older adults
C. unmarried people
D. two-parent families with children
Question 21: The word “fragmented” in the fourth paragraph is closet in meaning to
A. divided
B. moved
C. forced
D. collated
Question 22: The following sentence can be added to the passage.
Advertising is an essential part of the marketing process that can be tremendously influential
in selling products.
Where would it best fit in the passage?
A. [1]
B. [2]
C. [3]
D. [4]
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheer to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.
Question 23: We ______ on the beach now if we hadn't missed the plane.
A. will lie
B. could be lying
C. will be lying
D. might have lain
Question 24: My older brother is extremely fond of astronomy, he seems to ______ a lot of
pleasure from observing the stars.
A. possess
B. seize
C. reach
D. derive
Question 25: More out-of-school activities are expected to be incorporated in the new school
______ proposed by Ministry of Education and Training.
A. curriculum
B. handout
C. agenda
D. schedule
Question 26: It turned out that I ______ have bought Frank a present after all.
A. oughtn't
B. mustn't
C. needn't
D. mightn't
Question 27: _______, Stan Lee, passed away at the age of 95 due to heart and respiratory failure.
A. Who is the Marvel Comics icon
B. Marvel Comics icon
C. The Marvel Comics icon is
D. That Marvel Comics icon
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Question 28: Most teenagers go through a rebellious ______ for a few years but they soon grow
out of it.
A. duration
B. stint
C. phase
D. span
Question 29: I've just been offered a new job! Things are ______.
A. clearing up
B. making up
C. looking up
D. turning up
Question 30: The children had to ______ in the principal's office after they took part in a fight.
A. hit the right notes
B. beat around the bush
C. play second fiddle
D. face the music
Question 31: I didn't like the town at first, but I grew _____ it eventually.
A. loving
B. to be loved
C. to love
D. to be loving
Question 32: The narrow streets were lined with ______ shops.
A. bright-lit
B. brightly-lit
C. brightly-lightning D. bright-litting
Question 33: According to psychologists, children raised with high ______ of fear in unpredictable
or violent environments experience negative emotions for extended periods of time.
A. grades
B. numbers
C. quantities
D. levels
Question 34: Reports are coming in of a major oil spill in ______ Mediterranean.
A. an
B. ø
C. the
D. a
Question 35: In Hawaii it is _______ to greet visitors to the country with a special garland of
flowers.
A. unaccustomed
B. accustomed
C. customary
D. customized
Question 36: ______ Alan for hours but he just doesn't answer his mobile. I hope nothing's wrong.
A. I call
B. I've been calling C. I'm calling
D. I've called
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheer to indicate the sentence that best completes
each of the following exchanges.
Question 37: Two friends Nic and Mat are talking about a sports match.
Nic: “G'day mate. Did you catch the game last night?”
Matt: “_______.”
A. I heard you do taekwondo.
B. Yes, you're getting a bit closer.
C. You must be right after all.
D. No, who played?
Question 38: Charlott is feeling umwell and has to see the doctor, Ben.
Ben: “Do you have a temperature?”
Charlotte: “_______.”
A. Yes I think so. It's been a bit high.
B. I have a sore back.
C. What seems to be the problem?
D. I need a prescription, please.
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part
differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.
Question 39: A. chocolate
B. champagne
C. challenge
D. cheerful
Question 40: A. flora
B. trophy
C. glory
D. orally
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheer to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning
to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
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Question 41: Researchers have found that people are sleeping almost two fewer hours a night than
they were in the 1960s, and our health is deteriorating as a result.
A. improving
B. degrading
C. purifying
D. elevating
Question 42: It was the book "Brief History of Time" that rocketed the physicist Stephen Hawking
to stardom.
A. reputation
B. unimportance
C. obscurity
D. universe
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheel to indicate the sentence that is closest in
meaning to each of the following questions.
Question 43: Realizing the environmental impact of the fashion industry, some bloggers, vloggers
and influencers are now entering the “no-buy” movement.
A. It is a new trend that some bloggers, vloggers and influencers now refuse to buy new stuff
regardless of the environmental impact of the fashion industry.
B. Instead of using the things they have already owned, some bloggers , vloggers and
influencers make a commitment to buy new stuff because of the environmental impact of the
fashion industry.
C. With the fashion industry's environmental impact under consideration, there's a move to
avoid new stuff among some bloggers, vloggers and influencers.
D. Some bloggers, vloggers and influencers, taking fashion industry's environmental impact
into account, now deny buying new products.
Question 44: Right after Vietnam national football team won the AFF Cup 2018, thousands of fans
flocked to the streets to celebrate.
A. No sooner had thousands of fans flocked to the streets to celebrate than Vietnam national
football team won the AFF Cup 2018.
B. Only after thousands of fans flocked to the streets to celebrate did Vietnam national football
team win the AFF Cup 2018.
C. Hardly had Vietnam national football team won the AFF Cup 2018 than thousands of fans
flocked to the streets to celebrate.
D. Scarcely had Vietnam national football team won the AFF Cup 2018 when thousands of
fans flocked to the streets to celebrate.
Question 45: “What a silly thing to say!”, Martha said.
A. Martha threatened that it was a silly thing to say.
B. Martha exclaimed that it was a silly thing to say.
C. Martha suggested that it was a silly thing to say.
D. Martha offered that it was a silly thing to say.
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 46 to 50.
MENTORING
Many adults in America and increasing numbers elsewhere take part in mentoring schemes. A
mentor is an adult who provides support and friendship to a young person. There are numerous
different (46)_____ of mentoring: passing on skills, sharing experiences, offering guidance.
Sometimes the most helpful thing to do is just listen. Mentoring is open to anybody - no particular
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(47) _____ experience is required, just a desire to make a difference to the life of a young person
who needs help. This may seem a difficult thing at first, but many people find they have a real talent
for it.
The support of a mentor can play an important part in a child's development and can often
make up (48) _____ a lack of guidance in a young person's life. It can also improve young people's
attitudes towards society and build up their confidence in dealing with life's challenges. For the
mentor, it can be incredibly rewarding to know that they have had a significant influence on a child
and helped to give the best possible (49) _____ in life. Indeed, it is not only adults who are capable
of taking on this role. There is now an increasing (50) _____ for teenagers to mentor young
children, for example by helping them with reading or other school work.
Question 46: A. times
B. approach
C. ways
D. supplies
Question 47: A. difficult
B. trained
C. skilled
D. professional
Question 48: A. with
B. for
C. over
D. to
Question 49: A. difficulty
B. chance
C. availability D. risk
Question 50: A. wish
B. want
C. demand
D. lack
-----THE END-----
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(Lời giải chi tiết các bạn cài đặt app luyện thi thpt qg 2019 trên điện thoại di
động)
- Ứng dụng luyện thi THPT quốc gia 2019 trực tuyến với rất nhiều đề thi thử và
chuyên đề hay có lời giải chi tiết.
- Link cài đặt:
Android: https://goo.gl/VWJE2p
IOS: https://goo.gl/T2qT
Dưới đây là hình ảnh ( 1000 đề) về app luyện thi THPT QG 2019 :
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